
Vectors UNIT B 

APPLICATION OF VECTORS – journal      NAME:_________________ 
Summarize everything you need to know about these topics. Use examples and concise (not long – but with enough detail) explanations. Include 

definitions and diagrams if necessary 

1. FORCES 

A. State Newton’s 1st & 2nd & 3rd laws of motion.  State the gravitational acceleration constant for earth, and discuss units that are valid 

for acceleration, mass and force. 

B. Define Applied force, Gravity force, Normal force, Friction force, Tension force, Buoyant force, Air resistance force, Resultant/Net 

force and Equilibrant force. 

 

C. Find resultant and equilibrant forces. 

State in algebraic and geometric (using 

true bearings form) 

 

D. Ramp type: 

 

E. Hanging weight type: 

 

 
a) Draw FBD (define what it is) 

b) Find the weight of Devon’s father with 

wheelchair (distinguish between the 

mass) and also find the magnitude of the 

normal force. 

 
a) Draw FBD 

b) Draw vector diagram showing 

equilibrium or net force is zero 

c) Find the tensions in the chains 

 

2. VELOCITY 

A. Find velocity of L with respect to K and 

with respect to M 

B. Plane and wind type C. Boat and current type 

 

  

 

3. DOT PRODUCT 

A. Copy/Paste the following 

 

 

 

 

B. Find the angle between the following vectors    

C. Prove 

 
D. Use the dot product to prove that the diagonals of a rectangle are perpendicular if and only if the rectangle is a square 



 

4. PROJECTIONS & CROSS PRODUCT 

A. Copy/Paste the following 

 

   

 

 

B. Explain and show how to draw the scalar 

projection v u↓
� �

 on the diagram. Find 

the magnitude 

C. Explain and show how to draw the 

vector projection v u↓
� �

. Find the 

vector. 

D. Find magnitude and discuss direction 

of u v×
� �

 

  

 

E. a
�

 = [5, 4, –1] and  b
�

 = [1, –2, 3]. F.   

a) Find a b↓
� �

 

b) Find b a↓
� �

 

c) Find a b×
� �

 

 

 



 

5. APPLICATIONS 

A. Define Work and Torque 

B. Copy/Paste the following 

 

 

C. Work example (Note that displacement 

must be in correct units) 

D. Torque example E. Find volume of parallelepiped given 

points A(0,1,3), B(1, 0, 2) C(1,2,0) 

E(4,4,4) 

How much work does it take to slide a crate 

200cm along a loading dock by pulling on it 

with a 200 N force at an angle of 30o from 

horizontal? 

 

A 20 N force is applied at the end of a wrench 

that is 40 cm in length. The force is applied at 

an angle of 60o to the wrench. Calculate the 

magnitude of the torque about the point of 

rotation M and discuss direction. 

 


